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Talk of Peter Rühe with Shrichand J. Chhugani, Mumbai, February 26, 2005

[0:00:00]
Peter Rühe: Mr. Chhugani.

S.J. Chhugani: Yes.

Peter Rühe: When and where were you born and please tell me some details about
your childhood and which environment were your brought up?

S.J. Chhugani: I was born on 29th April, 1929, in [Sarkarsan ? 0:00:19], West Pakistan.

Peter Rühe: And about your family and what – which family were you?

S.J. Chhugani: Ah, my father was in British government at that time as a revenue officer
and I had my schooling up to tenth standard they call it, in earlier days we
used to say metric, in 1942 so – sorry ’44. Then I moved to Shikarpur,
that part of Pakistan and stayed in the hostel for first year Science. After
passing first year Science I moved to Karachi where I passed my
intermediate science from [DJ Sun ? 0:01:12] College, Karachi, which is
now capital of Pakistan.

During that also in 1946, navy mutiny and Quit India I took part along
with my group of – we had two circles. One was called outer circle
believing in violence of Jayaprakash Narayan, Arun Asaf Ali. Another
circle like me thinkers who used to stick posters on the walls etcetera,
that was called inner think. So, while taking part in 1947 during my inter
Science College, I was in laboratory when call came. I threw my – sorry,
navy [0:02:13][inaudible] 1946, navy mutiny…

Peter Rühe: Mr. Chhugani, Mr. Chhugani can you tell me more about your childhood
and your family background.

S.J. Chhugani: Ha, as I told you my father was in revenue department. At that time,
crucial time he was posted in [Sarkarsan ?] and in my family we were six
brothers, five sisters. So…

Peter Rühe: Which community did you belong to?
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S.J. Chhugani: Ha, I belong to Sindhi community, that means Hindu and unfortunately
giving you other details, during the inter dominion agreement between
Pakistan and India, Sindh was given to Pakistan without consulting us. It
became part and parcel of this Pakistan unlike Bengal and Punjab which
were partitioned into east Bengal, west Bengal and east Punjab, west
Punjab. So, this is my in brief I told you.

Peter Rühe: Right, and what was the religious life in your family, was it a very religious
family or?

S.J. Chhugani: No. At that time my father was the only earner and me and my two elder
brothers became 18 years and above. So, they served us,
[0:03:37][inaudible] served in airport, this Karachi later on, and other
one railway. So, when we came after partition that they were absorbed
in railway and airport administration automatically on transfer bureau
basis, but I was doing my study. So, naturally when I was – at that time
superintendent of police was Mr. Rourke, British officer, so they raided
my home and they found some increment [/incriminating/] literature.

Then he called me, he said this thing had happened. All he asked me,
“Did you go to Sarkar?”, Karachi to Sarkar which was about twenty four
hours journey, to do some party work, to remove the posters. One cycle
shop was there.

Peter Rühe: What was your age at that time?

S.J. Chhugani: Huh?

Peter Rühe: What was your age at that time?

S.J. Chhugani: Age twenty nine up to forty seven, that mean eighteen years.

Peter Rühe: Eighteen years.

S.J. Chhugani: Eighteen to twenty.

Peter Rühe: You just finished schooling?

S.J. Chhugani: Ha. So, he had that evidence so I he told me, I will hang you, I will do this,
I will do, speak the truth. Finally it was 4 pm. He detain me from 10 am
to 4 pm for interrogation.

[0:05:01]
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So, simply I said yes I had gone to Sarkar. The moment I say it he says,
“Now I’m putting you custody.” So, I was given for C class. You know C
class was meant only for the way they put us shackles in my legs for ten
days – sorry, fifteen days till the hearing comes. Then I was given B class
as a prisoner, quite well furnished this and that. So, those fifteen days
were very horrible, one small room eight by eight feet. Sleep there all
the 24 hours, only two hours outside because there we were called as a –
that one known as a condemned cell, and because we were
[0:05:53][inaudible] so they gave us [inaudible].

So, that was my role and how I landed in this freedom struggle. Acha,
during school time now, I will come earlier. Up to metric I was Sarkar.
So, there was marshal law because of Hur Act, they call H-U-R, Hur Act,
Muslims they come in Rajkot there. So, during that time I used to take
procession of my students and going for Quit India with the banners so I
was caught. When we taking to Ramadhan because I was below
eighteen, they didn’t give me any lashes. Others, my friends who were
doing – going for legal this and that two years above me, they were given
ten to twelve lashes. That was my first arrest.

Then second arrest in 1947 was in Karachi after navy mutiny of 1946. I
went to [Rambavnadan ? 0:07:06], police fired so many bullets, one
passed through my leg only. I could my another colleague got something
so then next day we went to hospital to meet them. Then after my arrest
I was eighteen months in jail, trial was going on in Karachi and
somewhere in October ’48, the government decided to exchange
prisoners.

There were two famous cases. I represented [Landi ? 0:07:41] shooting
case, and another was of [0:07:46][inaudible] case that was known as
Shikarpur colony on which a [inaudible] person was involved, Khanchand
Gopaldas. Now Gopaldas Law College is still there at Bandra. So, we
came in as senior prisoner, [inaudible] to take three days. In Lahore jail
we came, we were one month in transit camp but a regular jail. Of
course good treatment then across the border [Ferospa ? 0:08:15] we
were exchanged against the Muslim prisoner in which one of the – I’ve
forgotten name – [Mishokotali ? 0:08:24] or whatever he was president
of Punjab Muslim League.

So in exchange we came after formalities in transit camp at [Ferospa ?]. I
remember I was released along with others on 22nd October 1948. Then I
came here and stayed with my parents at Ville Parle and then here.

Peter Rühe: Were these activities approved by your parents, by your family?
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S.J. Chhugani: No, because I did as an inspiration being freedom fighter and bind by the
Gandhian thoughts that you can’t have India’s freedom without going for
this. So, when he gave clarion call on 9th August ’42, Quit India, then we
became active. His all thoughts were in my soul and body so I took active
part because then we realised with violence we won’t be able to win
India from…

Peter Rühe: What was your parents attitude towards Gandhiji’s ideas?

S.J. Chhugani: Beg your pardon?

Peter Rühe: Your parents attitude towards…

S.J. Chhugani: Ha, my parents attitude they were pro British.

Peter Rühe: Pro British?

S.J. Chhugani: Of course. He was in the revenue department and I had never told them
what I am doing otherwise they would have nabbed me.

Peter Rühe: I see.

S.J. Chhugani: And they were not educated. My father was hardly a five standard.
[0:10:00]

At that time education you know was hardly you can say 10% educated
beyond matriculation. So…

Peter Rühe: But what was their reaction when they came to know that you were
imprisoned?

S.J. Chhugani: By that time my father died in ’46 because of diabetes and my mother’s
reaction was of course my son was of that time school days because I
remember when I was in school days, all the standard six to seven, what
they call now ten to eleventh, I had one teacher Mr. Bakru. He used to
be always in dhoti and kurta and full of communism. So, I had early
training from him. Of course he was not my guru when he used to give
lectures on various subjects; arithmetic, English, this and that.

I was very much impressed by his simplicity and his thoughts that we
must be free from British rule by violence. That’s why my local leader
[Pacho Vidyarthi 0:11:17] who became first to [inaudible] from Kalyan
Camp, Ulhasnagar. He was…
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